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Introduction
Welcome to our specialist autumn newsletter, written by
one of our amazing customers Aliyyah White. This is
primarily an information guide for women, filled with useful
tips and techniques to keep themselves safe. However,
we believe that many of the tips will be relevant to all of
our customers. Although being a victim of a crime is
unusual - in the year ending March 2020, 13% of people
aged 16 and over reported they had been the victim of at
least one crime. If you do find yourself in a situation the
following booklet should give you some useful tips to
keep yourself safe. 
 
 



Do Make a log on your phone's notes or
take photos and videos if you are able
to. Note: gender, height, weight, race,
eye colour, hair colour, skin colour, the
shape of the face, distinguishing
features, mannerisms, health details
and how does he/she dress?

Do Follow these instructions if you think
you are being followed:
1 Be aware of your surroundings: make
sure you aren't looking down at your
phone. Don't have earbuds in when
walking at night by yourself.
2 Make eye contact: the stalker may be
put off by that. Cross to the other side
of the street many times, if the person
mimics your exact moves, call the
police.
3 Walk underneath streetlights: it will
make you feel more at ease. Go where
people are. You can pretend that you
are with that group of people and they
were just waiting for you, or just tell
them that you are being stalked, no
matter the time you can always go to
the 24-hour stores, Police station or the
hospital

. 
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1. When you're in trouble
Do Make as much noise as you can: If
you are being attacked make sure you
make as much noise as you can,
scream, use a whistle, make noise with
your keys, throw things, use your car
alarm. And last but not least it is best to
scream “My baby, my children, fire!” The
reason is people are more likely to get
involved than if you are just screaming
“Help!” 

Do Carry around photographs in your
purse: there have been cases of
attackers letting the victim go or giving
the victim back their wallet because
they’ve seen or have been shown a
photograph in your purse of a baby or
well-built male-friend/ family members.

Do When you call the police, make sure
the first thing you tell them is your
location, so if your phone call gets cut
off at least the police know where you
are.

Don’t hold back: Try your absolute best
to defend yourself, don’t worry about
hurting that person.
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Don’t Be afraid to scream: sream and
shout as loudly as you can to draw as
much attention to yourself as possible.

Don’t Hesitate: this could be life and
death situation, so give it everything
you’ve got.
. 
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2. Self Defence
Self-defence can come in many forms,
there are classes that women can take,
or you can buy personal items online to
protect yourself.

Do Start martial arts classes or self-
defence training: these classes and
training are geared to make women feel
safe and to walk around more
confidently.

Do Make sure you call the police: don’t
be afraid to call the police after an
attack, the police will be on your side.

Accessories to use
A personal alarm: to use a personal alarm you pull the key out from the body of the alarm
a load sound will start ringing straight away, this is meant to bring attention to you. Make
sure you put your name and phone number on the back of your personal alarm, so when
the key has separated, the body of the alarm will be found on the floor, whoever finds it
can now contact the police. Check out this review site for some of the personal alarms
that are currently available:  https://uk.bestreviews.guide/alarm-for-women

A metal whistle: whistles are important when you are in a situation where you have to
scream for help, metals whistles come in handy for when you are close to losing your
voice. 

Hair spray: this is similar to pepper spray. It is cheap and affordable and works just as
well. In some parts of the world, pepper spray is illegal but you can get hair spray
anywhere. 
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Don’t Leave your drink unattended.
Someone could easily put something in your
drink when you’re not paying attention.

Make sure you call the police. Drugging
someone is a crime and that person has
possibly drugged multiple women in the
same place. Also, make sure you seek
emergency medical care and get yourself to
a safe place.

If you feel unsafe in a bar you can use the
code word  'Angel Shot' or 'Angela'. If you
ask for an Angel Shot, make sure you say
how you want it:
Neat – means you just want an escort until
your are out of the situation.
With ice – means for them to call you a taxi 
With lime – means call the police
Remember 'Angel Shot' or 'Angela'  but if you
are in trouble and believe your life is in
danger just tell someone directly. “I NEED
SOME HELP” or “CALL THE POLICE”

You can buy products such as Nightcap, cup
condom or bottle stopper spikeys to keep
your drink covered and stop anyone putting
anything in them.  
Nightcap it.com 
Mycondomcup.com 

. 

Do Go drinking with people you know: it’s
safer if you go out with a group of people as
you are less likely to get targeted. Make
sure to have a designated driver who can
make sure that everyone gets home safely. 

Do Hold your glass with your hand over the
top of it: this is to avoid a stranger from
putting a pill in your glass.

Do Read the room: if a random guy comes
up to you and randomly brings up, “not
digging you”, he may be thinking about
drugging you. If a person is out with a group
of friends and all of a sudden, they leave the
person who is now talking to you, they may
be planning to put something in your drink.
Their friends leaving is an indication that
they don’t want anything to do what their
friend is planning to do.

Do Read the signs on being drugged: there
are different types of date rape drugs that
are being put into unsuspecting womens'
alcoholic drinks that can alter a persons'
consciousness in a way that makes self-
defence or sound decision-making difficult.
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3. When you're on a night out

What are the symptoms of being drugged?
 Feeling very sleepy
 Slurred speech
Blackouts and forgetfulness
 Feeling drunk even if you haven't had much to drink

1.
2.
3.
4. 4

https://nightcapit.com/
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4. Stranger danger
Do Record them on your phone: You can collect evidence on your phone and share on social
media to warn other women about these perpetrators. The more women talk about being
assaulted; the more women won’t be scared to speak out.

Do Make some noise: to draw attention to yourself and scare off your attacker.

Do Text a friend before going out for a run or on a date with a stranger: it’s always a good idea
to let someone know where you will be and who you are with.

Do Get off your phone when you are by yourself or when you’re out for a jog. You are less
aware of your surroundings. If you’re planning on listening to music only use one of your
earbuds, so you are still aware of your surroundings. 

Do Have your keys ready in your hands

Do Cross the road if you see a group of drunk men: when people are drunk, they can be
unpredictable and rowdy.

Do Be aware of these personal questions:
Do you live alone?
Do you have a dog?
Do you live in this neighbourhood?
Do you have neighbours?
What time do you get off from work?
These types of questions  are asking you to share personal information which can be used to
put you at risk.

Questions to get you to go somewhere:
Can you help me look for this?
Can you help me to find my puppy?
Can you help me change my tyre? 
Can you help me carry this into my room?
These types of questions are asking you to trust someone and go with them – be very careful
that you are not tricked into going with someone.
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Do Try these tactics to avoid unwanted
attention:
1 Pretend that you’re making a phone
call or listening to music 
2 Avoid eye contact 

Do Stay in the light: when you’re walking
by yourself at night make sure you stay
in well-lit areas, even if it means taking a
longer route home.

Do Download apps that create a fake
phone number: there are guys who will
ask and harass women for their phone
number. These apps are designed to
create phone numbers that if the
number is called, will actually come up
as a notification.

Don’t Meet a stranger at home: if you
are meeting someone online, or for the
first time make sure you meet in a
public place first before getting to know
the person.

Don’t Feel obligated that you have to
tell strangers the truth: tell them you live
with people even if you live alone, lie 
 about   your   work   schedule, use  fake
names. 

Don’t Let someone you don’t feel
comfortable with into your space: if
someone is making you feel unsafe or
you just don’t want to stop, you don’t
have to, nobody is entitled to your time.

. 
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Do Triple check whose car you are
getting into: there have been cases of
people disguising themselves as Uber
drivers 
1.Look up the license number 
2.Call the driver
3.Make a note of the make and the
model of the car

Unlicensed police cars: there have been
cases of normal people disguising
themselves as police officers. 

Drivers: at least one police officer
should be in the car dressed in police
uniform 

Driving style: the driving should not be
threatening or aggressive

Call the police: if you are suspicious
about the police officers that are trying
to pull you over, call either the
emergency number, 999 or the non-
emergency number which is 101.

The blue light: you shouldn’t pull over
just because a car flashes you their
headlights. The blue light is a type of
strobe light that is located in the car grill

Do Make sure you're not the only
woman on the train, car or bus: many
women get attacked yearly on public
transport so be careful
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Do As soon as you get home lock your
doors immediately. Also make sure you
lock your door between each time when
bringing in shopping bags. Even though
the time gap is small there is still a
chance that a burglar can easily walk
through your door the second your
back is turned.

Do Look out for icons: there are icons
that are being written around certain
places. There are some criminals that
are telling other criminals where there
are single females, or vulnerable
people. These icons are written on the
walls of people’s houses or in the dust
of people’s cars. 

Don’t Answer your door if you’re not
expecting anyone: a common trick used
by burglars is knocking on front doors
to look if someone is home. If that
person is home the burglar will probably
leave, put off by your presence. 

Don’t Leave your spare key under the
doormat or under a plant pot.

. 
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5. Home safety
Do Make sure you change the locks
when you move into your new place and
if you lose your key make sure you
replace the lock.

Do DIY your home alarm: put a metal
cup, bell, or an ironing board on your
door handle to alert you if someone is
trying to break in.

Do Ignore these two sounds and stay in
your house: 
1. A baby crying, some homeowners
have heard a sound of a baby crying but
there isn’t a baby in sight, this is a tactic
that kidnappers use to lure woman out
of their house. Call the police.
2. A couple arguing, there are also some
owners who have heard the sound of a
man and woman arguing, the woman will
bang on the front door until someone
opens it, this is a tactic that people can
use to rob people.

Do Watch out for these things:
1.  People who press every button to get
into your flat or block
2.  People who put an object in between
the door to prevent the main door from
closing 

Tip: Make sure you talk loudly and clearly towards the door, make sure you
make it clear that you are not alone, even if you are, and also call the police.
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6. Whilst travelling
Do Make sure you research the area before
you choose to stay or live there. You can do
an easy search on registered offenders
online. 

Do Pick up a hotel card when you’re staying
there: these usually have the hotel address
and a hotel number if you get lost.

Do Write down all of your emergency
numbers on a couple of post-it notes: place
one in your car, inside your phone case and
inside your bag. If your phone battery dies
you will have your emergency numbers. 

Do Try to avoid sleeping on public transport:
you could end up in a dangerous part of town
or you may easily be robbed.

Do Be aware of your surroundings don’t be
on your phone: the easiest person to target is
the person who is not paying attention. 

Do Tell someone: you should always tell your
family/ friends, work colleagues if you are
going to new places, houses, countries so
someone is aware of where you are.

Do Have money tucked away for
emergencies: it’s good having some extra
money tucked away in your phone case or in
your oyster holder.

Do Change your routine from time to time: if
you’re driving or jogging/ running, you should
maybe take another route home or to work to
throw off would-be stalkers.

Don’t Travel without your phone being
charged: you will need to be able to contact
loved ones and possibly the emergency
services.

Do Have a spare change of clothes: useful to
keep warm if the temperature changes
unexpectedly, or you end up staying away
longer than you were expecting to.

Don’t Walk around with your lanyard with your
personal details around your neck in public:
anyone can easily read your details from your
lanyard and stalk you.

. 
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Do Lock your car immediately when you get in your car: there has been surveillance footage of
strange men trying to pull unsuspecting women’s doors open the moment they get in. 

Do Lock your car doors while you fill up your car with petrol: this is so that no one can enter the car
while you aren't looking.

Do Wear a baseball cap when you are driving late: unfortunately, some women are getting targeted
in their cars and the baseball cap will make it harder to identify whether you are male or female.

Do Park somewhere safe at night: try to park somewhere well-lit and populated like a petrol station
and watch out for places where you can be boxed in by trucks and vans.

Don’t Check your car after noticing an object is placed on your windshield: this is one of the things
that kidnappers are doing to distract female drivers long enough to kidnap them.

Don’t Leave your car if you see a strange object on the road: this is a technique that kidnappers use
to lure females out of their car long enough to kidnap and abuse them.

Do Ignore strangers: never pull over if someone points at your car telling you something is wrong.

Do Press down your car horn until people come to help: if someone is following you and you are in
your locked car.

Don’t Forget to fuel up before you get in your car: try to avoid running out of petrol in dangerous
areas. 

Don’t Open your car with your back facing the street: someone could easily attack you from the
back, while your attention is on your car.
 
Do Keep blankets: everybody should have a blanket in their boot for long car rides or if you get
stranded and the heating in the car breaks.

. 
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7. Whilst driving
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Do make sure your profile is safe:
1 Remember anything you post can be
accessed by anyone and will forever be
on the internet
2  Be aware of catfishes
3  Once in a while check your contacts 
4 Block anyone who acts
inappropriately towards you 
5 Don’t be afraid to screenshot and
video record any inappropriate DMs
6 Protect your identity online

Don’t Overshare these five details: 
1 Your travel plans
2 Your bank account information
3 Your full address and birthdate,
bankcard 
4 Your children’s names or school
5 Your location information, such as the
name of your workplace, your hangout
place
6 Your daily schedule

Don’t Trust every link that is sent: you
might see random comments saying,
'check out this link!' Or 'you have to see
this!' These are hackers who are luring
unsuspecting users. 
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8. On social media
Do Research  companies who ask you
to go somewhere. Look for: business
cards, websites, social media,
verification. There's a tactic that
traffickers are using to kidnap young
women by pretending to be a model
agency or hotel owners offer
influencers a free room. 

Do Watch out for people taking your
identity: there are people who will use
your pictures or your actual name on
illegal sites and also use it to catfish
people.

Do Look out for this hand signal in a
video: bring your palm to the camera
with your thumb tucked in and close
your thumb by putting your 4 fingers
over it. This means “Help me”. This is
used especially for women who are
going through violence at home and are
too afraid to speak out.

Do Avoid sending money to strangers

Don't  Post   on   social   media   if you are
planning on going somewhere: wait   until 
 you   have   left   to   post   it. Someone
planning on doing something illegal,
could easily come to your choice of
place.
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Do Be careful about your spare keys: don’t hide them where they can easily be found. Be careful
who you give them out to- make sure it is someone you trust and you’ve known for many years.  

Do Let them know: always let your family, a trusted colleague, or friend know when you’ve reached
home. If something bad were to happen, they would be the first one that the police would contact
about you. 

Do Report things that aren’t normal: don’t be afraid to contact the police if you see something that
shouldn’t be there e.g. a white van that has been parked for a long time, illegal activity, gang activity,
or noise. 
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9. Other safety tips
Do consider getting a P.O. Box: sometimes it’s a lot safer having your things sent to a P.O. Box. This
avoids your address being on a database somewhere, giving you a little bit of privacy but also your
packages and letters will be safe away from thieves. 

Do Home checks: it is always a good idea to do daily checks around the house for safety including,
windows, front and back doors and the garden.

Do Go online and do research monthly: everyday burglars are finding new ways to break into
people’s houses. There’s no harm in looking. 

Do Try to get to know your neighbours: it can be helpful to have people who you can trust. They can
also tell you if they’ve seen any worrying things happening in the area.
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10. Apps for your phone
Besafe-Never walk alone: You can turn on
the SOS alarm by the sound of your voice
or by touch, even if it’s in your pocket.
After the SOS has been triggered, your
loved ones will get sent your location and
can now track you. Your loved ones will be
able to hear and see what is happening in
real-time in a live stream, whilst tracking
your location.

Parachute: This app lets you live stream
your videos, audio and location to your
friends and loved ones in an emergency. It
saves all of your videos as evidence. This
app records discreetly to not alert the
attacker.
 
Isharing: This app provides a real-time
location of your loved ones on the map.
You will receive notifications when your
loved ones have reached a certain
location.

Sister: This app provides a feature where
you can share your location live with your
loved ones so you can walk home safely.
This app can highlight the safest route and
the nearest police station. 

Walk safe: This app provides a warning of
dangerous crimes that happen on the
street you are walking on. Your loved ones
will get an automatic notification if you
don't  reach home on time. Your location
will be sent to your chosen contact.

Bright Sky: This app has a wide range of
specialist domestic abuse services. It has
a journal tool where you can log your
ongoing abuse. All of this information will
be safely stored on the app, 

One scream: With just a scream, this app
can detect your scream even if it’s in the
bottom of your bag. One scream can
detect your location and send help straight
to you. 

Shake2Safety: Will send your contact
messages and record audio and can be
used when your screen is locked and can
work offline. You have two choices, shake
your phone or press the power button
three times. 

VithU: The Vithu app contacts your loved
ones and sends them an SOS.
Notifications are sent every two minutes to
your chosen contacts who will get a
message, along with your location, with a
fresh feed every time your message gets
sent.

Hushed: This app potentially gives you a
second phone number to protect your first
phone number. You can make private and
anonymous numbers. You can use this
number for dating, business, shopping, or
you can use this for when someone keeps
on harassing you to get your phone
number. 

Circle Of 6: This app lets you connect up to
6 contacts. There are many features that
will alert your circle. This app can also
connect you with the authorities and gives
you relationship advice if you want it.
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Domestic abuse 
0800 999 5428: is the number for the
LGBTQ+ community to use if you have been
through abuse, sexual violence, hate crimes.
This organisation is run by Galop.
Help@galop.org.uk

0808 1689 111: is the number to use if you
are a victim of domestic abuse. Women's Aid
are here to support you.
helpline@womensaid.org.uk

Forced marriage
0800 5999 247: is the number you call when
you need specialist support in forced
marriages and honour crimes. This
organisation is run by Karma Nirvana. 

020 7008 0151: is the number you call when
you need advice and support. This
organisation is run by Gov.Uk. 

. 
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11. Phone numbers to call
Non-emergency 
101: you’ll get a wide range of options,
including reporting a crime, incident,
reporting a hate crime or just get advice
from an officer.

Emergency 
999: call the emergency services including,
ambulance, police, fire department. Call this
number when there is a medical emergency,
a fire, or a crime that has, or is, taking place. 

Advice
111: is the non-emergency medical number.
You should call the non-medical number if
you need medical assistance quickly,
medical advice or attention. 

Mental health 
116 123: call when you need someone to
talk to. They are there to listen. They don’t
judge at all. You can be yourself, with no
judgement.

Sexual assault 
0808 2000 247: call when you need support
with domestic abuse. This is run by the
national domestic abuse helpline run by
Refuge. 

0808 802 9999: call when you need
specialist advice and support after sexual
violence or abuse. This is run by the Rape
Crisis National.
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Want to be involved in the next newsletter, write an article,
or publish your art?

 
Get in touch:

customerinvolvement@evolvehousing.org.uk
Visit our website: www.evolvehousing.org.uk

 

Special thanks go to Aliyyah White for writing all of
the content for this specialist staying safe

information booklet for Evolve.
We hope that you find the tips and techniques

useful in helping to keep yourself safe. 

Thank you

Thank you to Mylene Chahine who created the
beautiful artwork for the front cover and some of the

pages within this booklet.

If you have been affected by anything in this booklet and
require further support, please ask your key worker to

refer you to the Health and Wellbeing team.
Finally, remember if you ever feel like you are in danger

call the police.

http://www.evolvehousing.org.uk/



